Most of the results derived here are similar to the ones found in [4 & 5] , which are for the less general equation @2u
x @x which in turn is a generalization of the ordinary heat equation, [7] @2u @u a-x -- [6] . We note.that its inversion is given by rkf(r) U(s,ir:t)(s/i)kF(is,t)ds. Thus giving a solution of (2.2) tm-n-/a-ln'm"(-4)m+n (3.6) 22/a+Ir(/a+l) ntl'J m due to (2.6).
The integral on the right handside of (3.6) with a change of variable can be written as, [3, [4] and [5] . Further, if we set u O, i.e. n I, the results coincide with those derived in [7] .
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